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History: Château Palmer owes its name to a British field 
Margaux estate from the Gasq family in 1814. In 1853, the two bankers (and brothers) Isaac and Emile 
Perreire bought the property on which they built a beautiful Château after the vineyard’s classification as 
a 3rd Cru Classé in 1855. 
 
The phylloxera crisis and the international conflicts then obliged the two brothers to sell Chateau Palmer 
which will the Mahler-Bess, Sichel, Ginestet and Miailhe families bought in 1938. The first two families 
still own the Château today. The 1961 vintage became a legend for its outstanding quality that 
outperformed Château Margaux’ one. Since 1998, Château Palmer has reached an even higher level by 
gaining in complexity.  
 
Since 2004, the Château is run by Thomas Duroux who had 
the world at the age of thirty. Thanks to his undeniable talent, the most recent vintages proved to be 
beautifully precise. Château Palmer also produces a second and 
the ‘Alter Ego de Palmer’. 
 
Soil: It is composed of a plateau of sand and gravel from the 
 
Appellation: Margaux  
 
Classification: 3rd Cru Classé  
 
Vineyard: It covers 55 hectares (
 
Wine: The Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and
elegant and very complex. 
 
 

 

 
2009 2008 2007 2006

Notes Robert 

Parker 
94/96 94 89 92

Notes Wine 

Spectator 
95/98 91 90 93

Notes Jancis 

Robinson 
18 18 17 18
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Château Palmer 

its name to a British field officer called Charles Palmer who bought this 
Margaux estate from the Gasq family in 1814. In 1853, the two bankers (and brothers) Isaac and Emile 
Perreire bought the property on which they built a beautiful Château after the vineyard’s classification as 

The phylloxera crisis and the international conflicts then obliged the two brothers to sell Chateau Palmer 
Bess, Sichel, Ginestet and Miailhe families bought in 1938. The first two families 

eau today. The 1961 vintage became a legend for its outstanding quality that 
outperformed Château Margaux’ one. Since 1998, Château Palmer has reached an even higher level by 

Since 2004, the Château is run by Thomas Duroux who had already worked in the greatest properties of 
the world at the age of thirty. Thanks to his undeniable talent, the most recent vintages proved to be 
beautifully precise. Château Palmer also produces a second and much appreciated Margaux second wine: 

It is composed of a plateau of sand and gravel from the Günz period.  

It covers 55 hectares (47% of Cabernet Sauvignon, 47% of Merlot 

The Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Petit Verdot become fruit, flowers and spices, fine, dense, 

Château Palmer 

2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 2000 1999 

92 97 94 89 94 90 95 95 

93 95 91 90 91 94 97 91 

18 18,5+ ** ** ** ** ** ** 
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the world at the age of thirty. Thanks to his undeniable talent, the most recent vintages proved to be 
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